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FICTION

»Identitti is a new experi-

MITHU SANYAL

On the
SPIEGEL
bestseller list

English sample
translation
available

Selected by
New books
in German

ence in discussing identity,
finding yourself and being
able to laugh as you do.«
Alice Hasters

It’s the 2020s and things are complicated.
Then there’s a scandal: Prof. Saraswati is
a white woman – and nothing could be worse.
Because she holds the chair of Postcolonial
Studies in Düsseldorf and is the supreme

»A ruthlessly funny search
for identity that spares
nothing and no one! If you
keep asking yourself who

goddess of identity debates, in which she
describes herself as a person of colour.
Nivedita is flipping out. Born in Germany to
an Indian father, she strongly identifies with
her professor – but what is identity after
all? While Saraswati receives online threats
and demonstrators demand her resignation,
Nivedita asks her some probing questions: Is

you are (and why), you’ll

our identity just our personality, or is it more

not only be smarter after

possible to get rid of whiteness? What’s sex

reading this but also de-

filled with wonderful self-deprecating humour

finitely in a better mood.«

defined by our gender or skin colour? Is it
got to do with it? Mithu Sanyal’s writing is
and liberating insights. No one leaves
the centrifugal force of this novel in the
same way they started.

Alina Bronsky

• Never before has a story of the

Foto ©: Guido Schiefer

Mitu Sanyal
was born in Düsseldorf in 1971 and is a cultural
scientist, writer, journalist and critic. In 2009,
her non-fiction book Vulva. Das unsichtbare
Geschlecht was published and in 2016
Vergewaltigung. Aspekte eines Verbrechens.
sanyal.de and on Twitter, Instagram and
Facebook.

present day been so fast-paced and

Sales
All rights available

Mithu Sanyal
Identitti
432 pages
February 2021

told with such ease – hugely entertaining, yet deeply enlightening
• As if Sally Rooney, Hanif Kureishi and
Frantz Fanon got together and watched
Sex Education, the hunt for “real”
belonging begins
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FICTION

MONIKA HELFER

On the
SPIEGEL
bestseller list

Daddy is a memoir that pens a portrait of
a post-war generation. It is a novel about
growing up in difficult circumstances and
the author’s search for her roots.
He had a prosthetic leg, was often absent,
was a widower, a pensioner and loved literature. Monika Helfer’s book orbits her father’s
life and tells the story of her childhood and
adolescence – the spaciousness and library
in the mountain recovery home for war victims
and the poverty and the cramped conditions
in a South Tyrolean settlement with many
children in one kitchen. She writes what

»We called him Daddy. That’s
what he wanted. He thought it
sounded modern.«

she knows about her father, a man who, like
many of his generation, didn’t say much.
With great veracity, the result is a novel that
gently unfolds existential matters and traces
painful memories. »Yes, everything turned out
fine. In a terrible way, it all turned out fine.«

Sales
Italy (Keller), Netherlands (Nieuw Amsterdam)

176 pages
January 2021

• Monika Helfer continues the tale
she began in Riffraff – the one
of her family

Foto ©: Isolde Ohlbaum

Monika Helfer
born in 1947 in Au / Bregenzerwald, lives with
her family in Vorarlberg. She has published
numerous novels, stories and children’s books.
Her novel Look at Me When I Talk to You (2017)
was nominated for the German Book Prize. Her
most recent publication was Riffraff (2020).

Monika Helfer
Vati
Daddy
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FICTION

PETER RICHTER
Two couples
and the end
of summer:
a brilliant
satire on the
promises of
modern
happiness

English sample
translation
available

Richard and Stefanie, and Alec and Vera, think
they’ve made it. They’ve left Berlin behind
and now live in New York. One long August,
they treat themselves and their children to
a holiday between the pool and the sea from
where they have a good view of real wealth on
display in the Hamptons. But by the end of
their holiday, they will no longer know
how to continue with their lives.
A man is doing the rounds of the luxury
holiday homes on Long Island, selling ideas of
»inner growth« to super-rich holidaymakers. He
deems any remedy suitable to this end, from
the secretions of exotic frogs to mystical
morning yoga. In Stefanie he finds an
enthusiastic follower – and this sets several
catastrophes in motion at once. With an
assured feel for comedy in his description
of the couples’ struggle for happiness
and melancholy when describing their
dashed hopes, he depicts an acute fear of emptiness at the height of the summer of a lifetime.

Sales
All rights available

• Peter Richter proves his talent

256 pages
April 2021

for analysing the times we live in
• He presents a society that even turns
the aversion to its own greed into
a status symbol

Foto ©: Harry Schnitger

Peter Richter
born in 1973, worked for a long time as a cultural
journalist for the Süddeutsche Zeitung in New York,
and now lives in Berlin. His most recent publications are 89/90 (2015, longlisted for the German
Book Prize) and Dresden Revisited (2016).
peterrichter.tv

Peter Richter
August
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FICTION

»In his new novel, this award-

FRANZOBEL

Selected by
New books
in German

winning writer presents
a scenario that shakes the
power structures of presentday society with incredible

Hernando de Soto accompanied Pizarro
to Peru, taught the Inca king chess and

ingenuity.« Martina Kothe, NDR Kultur

Spanish, impregnated his sister and made
a fortune from the slave trade. He was already
famous when, in 1538, he launched a major

»An exciting and effective

expedition to Florida, which left a huge trail
of devastation in its wake across the south

but also deeply disturbing

of America. Almost 500 years later, a New
York lawyer files a lawsuit on behalf of all

novel.« Günter Kaindlstorfer, Ö1 Mittagsjournal

indigenous tribes for the return of the
entire USA to the Native Americans.

»The Conquest of America

Franzobel’s new novel is a firework of
ingenuity and a parable for a society driven

is a pleasurable and insight-

by greed and selfishness, steered into
doom by vain, incompetent leaders.

ful read that ends in utopia.
Prizeworthy writing!«
Cornelia Zetzsche, BR2 KulturWelt

Sales

Foto ©: Julia Haimburger

Franzobel
born 1967 in Vöcklabruck, is one of Austria’s
most popular writers. He has received numerous
awards, including the Ingeborg-Bachmann-Prize
in 1995, the Arthur-Schnitzler-Prize in 2002 and
the Nicolas-Born-Prize in 2017. Most recent publications by Zsolnay are the novels Das Floß der
Medusa, which was shortlisted for the German
Book Prize 2017 and won the Bavarian Book Prize
in 2017, and the crime novel Rechtswalzer (2019).

7

• After The Raft of the Medusa comes the

France (Flammarion)
Das Floss der Medusa: Denmark (Turbine),
France (Flammarion), Italy (Saggiatore), Norway
(Cappelen Damm)

Franzobel
Die Eroberung Amerikas
The Conquest of America
544 pages
January 2021

next major historical novel by Franzobel
• A parable for a society driven
by greed and selfishness
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FICTION

LJUBA ARNAUTOVIĆ
»In a clear, poetic language
free of sentimentality,
Ljuba Arnautović writes
of how world politics
shapes characters,
tangles fates and leaves
a mark on family history
over generations.«
Katharina Menhofer, Ö1 Morgenjournal

Selected by
New books
in German

In 1934, Eva, who is a member of the
Republican Protection League in Vienna,
sends her sons Slavko and Karl away to
protect them from the Nazis. The »Schutzbund
children« go on holiday to Crimea and then
are settled in a luxurious home in Moscow.
Until Hitler breaks his pact with Stalin. Slavko
disappears without a trace. Karl is seized and
sent to a reformatory for children and young
people and then on to a labour camp as an
»enemy of the people«. In the gulag, he meets
his future wife Nina – the author’s mother. Karl
tries to return to Vienna as soon as circumstances permit, forcing his wife to go abroad …
In this vivid, poetic and stirring story, Ljuba
Arnautović addresses the contempt for human
beings and political arbitrariness that
determined the fate of many during the
20th century including that of her own family.

Sales
All rights available

Foto ©: Leonhard Hilzensauer/Zsolnay Verlag

Ljuba Arnautović
born in 1954 in Kursk (USSR), lives in Vienna.
After studying social pedagogy, she worked
for the documentation archive of the Austrian
resistance, as a Russian translator and a radio
journalist. Her first novel, Im Verborgenen was
shortlisted for the Austrian Book Prize 2018.

9

• Arnautović’s family history spans

Ljuba Arnautović
Junischnee
June Snow
192 pages
February 2021

the drama of the 20th century
• Highly political and highly poetic
at the same time
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FICTION

»Platzgumer is a
master of making
extreme situations tangible.«
Profil

HANS PLATZGUMER

A crossroads in Innsbruck. An accident in
the middle of the night. A pedestrian lies dead.
What has happened? And who is to blame?
Is it Andreas Bogner, who only wanted to draw

»He has a very
fine style, and
creates closeness
and distance at
the same time.«

a picture of his father-in-law’s gun? Nicole
Pammer, who, unusually for her, drank one
glass too many that evening? Her mother,
who does not hesitate to hide all the evidence?
Or even the art critic Kurt Niederer, who,
after all, has always known how to
make life hell for others?
In his new novel, Hans Platzgumer
skillfully weaves a web of vanities
and short-comings.

Christine Westermann, WDR

Sales
Am Rand: Arabic World (Kalima), Estonia (Toledo)

Foto ©: Alexandra Eizinger

Hans Platzgumer
was born in Innsbruck in 1969 and lives in
Bregenz. After graduating from the Vienna Music
Academy he went on to study film music in Los
Angeles. He has released electronic music with
various partners and writes novels, radio plays,
opera, theatre music and essays. His novel
Am Rand was a big success and longlisted for
the German Book Prize 2016. His most recent
novel was Drei Sekunden jetzt (2018).
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Hans Platzgumer
Bogners Abgang
Bogner’s Exit
144 pages
March 2021

• Is it just the one who feels guilty
who is to blame in the end?
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FICTION

ALEM GRABOVAC

»A very
special
coming-ofage novel.«

English sample
translation
available

Your father is a good-for-nothing, your foster
father, a Nazi and your stepfather, a brutal
drunkard: The Eighth Child catapults us
into a life too drastic to be imagined.
Smilja toils in a chocolate factory while her
husband Emir, a party-loving petty criminal,
eventually ends up behind bars in the notorious island prison of Goli Otok in Yugoslavia.
After the birth of her son Alem, Smilja makes
a far-reaching decision: she wants her baby
to be raised by a strict German foster family
with seven children of their own. But the boy
spends every other weekend with his mother

Maxim Biller

and her new violent boyfriend in the red-light
district surrounding Frankfurt’s main station.
Alem Grabovac tells the harrowing story
of a harsh upbringing in raw detail
and without judgement.

• A stirring story about roots
and feelings of belonging
Alem Grabovac
was born in 1974 in Würzburg. His mother is
Croatian, his father Bosnian. He studied sociology,
political science and psychology in Munich,
London and Berlin where he lives with his family
today. As a freelance author, he writes for Die Zeit,
Die Welt and the taz, among others.

Sales
All rights available

Alem Grabovac
Das achte Kind
The Eighth Child
256 pages
January 2021

• What is left when you have no
one to rely on?
• Middle-class desolation and excessive

Foto ©: Paula Winkler

violence are tightly packed in this tale
of a life of extremes, based on true life
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FICTION

KRISTINA HAUFF
»Such an intense
atmosphere, I couldn’t

In the idyllic Elbe valley meadows in
Wendland, two couples share a farm, a barn

put it down.« Stefanie Thörmer,

and a herb garden – but their friendship, once
close, has broken apart. Thies and Sophie

Alte Jeetzel bookshop

are mourning the loss of their son Aaron,
who drowned in the river in mysterious circumstances. Left alone with their feelings of guilt,

»I love the sensitive

they are forced to watch their friends Inga and
Bodo live an ideal family life, day in, day out.

way with which Kristina

A year after Aaron’s death, a stranger suddenly
appears in the town, asking disturbing questions

Hauff guides her

– and painful truths are brought to light.
In an evocative novel with a keen sense of

protagonists through

psychology, Kristina Hauff describes a couple
picking up the threads of their lives after an

highs and lows.«

immense, inexplicable loss. She explores
how distrust poisons even the closest

Daniela Müller, Hugendubel

friendships, while showing how new
hope can emerge from pain.

Sales
All rights available

• Two families and an inexplicable
loss against the backdrop of the wild

288 pages
February 2021

and romantic Elbe valley meadows
• Psychological tension and multilayered characters set in a rural idyll

Foto ©: Bartholot

Kristina Hauff
was born on the Lower Rhine. She has worked
as a press officer for ARD and ZDF television
series and in the theatre. She also writes successful crime novels under her real name Susanne
Kliem. For Underwater Night, she spent time in
Wendland and researching archives. Kristina
Hauff lives with her family in Berlin.
www.kristinahauff.de

Kristina Hauff
Unter Wasser Nacht
Underwater Night
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FICTION

NORBERT GSTREIN

Selected by
New books
in German

»Of course nobody wants to turn sixty.« This
is how Jacob’s confession of a lifetime begins.
He is a well-known actor, and is planning to
publish his biography. But Jakob is terrified
of what will come next. Then his daughter
Luzie poses the question: »What’s the worst
thing you’ve ever done?« And this causes
an explosion in this nail-biting book.
Jacob recalls doing a film shoot years ago on
the Mexican-American border. He remembers
women being murdered and the terrible conditions in general, but he only ever witnessed

»The question preoccupying Gstrein
is how much a person can know
about themselves, their unfathomable
depths and those of others.«

these things from afar. Twice, however, he
found himself in the middle of sinister events.
Jacob is ashamed and struggles with the
simplistic verdicts of the outside world. In his
vivid memories, he longs for happiness and
fears his own mortality, like a child fears
the dark. Why is he never the original
but always »the second Jacob«?

Christoph Schröder, DIE ZEIT

• Norbert Gstrein gets right to the heart
of his vulnerable hero in this gripping
novel that is also a great work of art

Norbert Gstrein
Der zweite Jakob
The Second Jacob
448 pages
February 2021

Foto ©: Oliver Wolf

Norbert Gstrein
born in 1961 in Tyrol, lives in Hamburg. His awardwinning work is published by Carl Hanser Verlag;
his most recent novels are The Coming Years (2018)
and When I Was Young (2019), which was awarded
the Austrian Book Prize.

Sales
Selected backlist:
Als ich jung war: France (Grasset), Greece
(Diaplasi), Slovenia (Mohorjeva Hermagoras),
Turkey (Sia Kitap)
Die kommenden Jahre: Montenegro (Cetinje)
Eine Ahnung vom Anfang: Arabic World
(Al Khotob Khan), English World (Quercus),
France (Gallimard)
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FICTION

SYLVIE SCHENK
»This man, who cheated on his wife and lied to
me, seemed like the most honest person I had
ever met.« Roman d’amour is a finely-spun
novel about adultery, packed with life experience and wisdom. It describes a duel between
two women and the question of what is
allowed in love and what is not.
Charlotte Moire has written a novel about an
affair she had with a married man decades
ago. She has turned the memory of desire and
passion into fiction and has been awarded
a literary prize. But now, at over seventy, she
is faced with a persistent interviewer, to whom
she has to insist that the story is not based
on her own experience. But as she talks,

»It’s time to discover Sylvie Schenk’s captivating novels.
Sylvie Schenk writes clearly, cleverly and simply. Every
phrase fits, and there’s not an extra word to water down

Foto ©: Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

19

guish between her work and her life. Imperceptibly, the stories of the two women, who
supposedly have nothing to do with each other
yet have much in common, become entangled.
Roman d’amour is a compact and
intelligent book about love and the

her precise style.« Judith Liere, Stern

Sylvie Schenk
was born 1943 and lives in Cologne. She studied
was born in Chambéry, France in 1944, studied in
Lyon and has lived in Germany since 1966. She
has published poetry in French and has written in
German since 1992. She lives near Aachen and
in La Roche-de-Rame, Hautes-Alpes. Hanser
has published her novels Schnell, dein Leben
(2016) and Eine gewöhnliche Familie (2018).

Charlotte finds it increasingly difficult to distin-

stories we tell about love.

Sales
Selected backlist:
Eine gewöhnliche Familie: Italy (Keller)
Schnell, dein Leben: France (Slatkine), Italy
(Keller), Spain (Errata naturae)

Sylvie Schenk
Roman d’amour
128 pages
March 2021

• On true love, adulterous love and
the way we talk about love
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FICTION

THOMAS LEHR
»Thomas Lehr’s
sketches on paper
eventually become
a whole life
with only a few
words.«
Anne-Dore Krohn, RBB Kulturradio

The young historian Anton Mühsal, a member
of the ’68 generation and specialist in the early
history of the Weimar Republic, is labouring
on his doctorate in West Berlin in the 1980s,
vacillating between two very different lovers
and is suddenly haunted by visions.
An angel in the flesh drags him away from
his study in the Berlin district of Moabit, then
torments him with historical scenes from the
November Revolution and enigmatic, surreal
messages. In sequences that take place
between 1919 and 1968 in Berlin, during the
Spanish Civil War in Barcelona, as well as
under German fascism and the post-war
period, The Hearing is a realistic and
magical novel in one.

Foto ©: Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Thomas Lehr
born in 1957 in Speyer, lives in Berlin. He has
received numerous awards for his work, most
recently the Joseph Breitbach Prize 2016 and the
Bremen Literature Prize 2018. Hanser has published the following titles: September. Fata Morgana
(2010), Größenwahn passt in die kleinste Hütte
(2012), 42 (2013), Zweiwasser (2014), Nabokovs
Katze (2016), Schlafende Sonne (2017) and
Frühling (2019).
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• A philosophical phantasmagoria

Sales
Selected backlist:
Schlafende Sonne: English World (Seagull)
September: Bulgaria (Verlag Elias Canetti), English
World (Seagull), Poland (Draft), Turkey (Galata
Yayin)

Thomas Lehr
Die Erhörung
The Hearing
480 pages
January 2021

and psychiatric case study that
walks a tightrope between metaphysics and history
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FICTION

FRANZ SCHUH

In a state of intoxication, the minstrel
Markus Augustin fell into a plague pit and
would have been buried there if his singing
had not been overheard. He was pulled out
unharmed and carried on his carousing. Franz
Schuh is in many ways the exact opposite of
the minstrel Augustin. But this inimitable book
proves what the two have in common: it defies
fate through laughter, confronting it, on the one
hand, with metaphysics, and, on the other, with
facts – by showing the dialectic of laughing and
dying through examples from popular culture

»Franz? Franz is a miracle! I hardly know anyone who
knows as much as he does, but he presents it all with such
ease, grace and wit that he makes even the most corpulent

(such as Helmut Qualtinger, Otto Schenk,
Harald Schmidt and others). The stylistic
brilliance of Schuh’s sparse prose is unique
and sparkling – »Everyone is reproducing, and
I reduce myself, becoming less every day.«

people dance. Inimitable.« Elfriede Jelinek

Sales
All rights available

336 pages
March 2021

• Short stories, essays, aphorisms, poems
– the stylistic brilliance of Schuh’s unsparing sentences is unique and sparkling

Foto ©: L & P

Franz Schuh
was born 1947 in Vienna, studied Philosophy,
German and History. He is a lecturer at the
University for Applied Art in Vienna and a columnist
for newspaper and radio stations. He has received
many awards including the Leipzig Book Fair Prize
in 2006 and the Austrian Art Prize in 2011. Most
recent publications by Zsolnay: Sämtliche
Leidenschaften (2014) and Fortuna. Aus
dem Magazin des Glücks (2017).

Franz Schuh
Lachen und Sterben
Laughter and Dying
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FICTION

DIMITRIJ KAPITELMAN
»Dmitrij Kapitelman
writes about love and
rootlessness in a way

A Formality in Kiev is the poignant story
of a family who once moved in the hope

that we all understand

of starting a new life – and now faces a
horde of cats and a mysterious disease.

in our hearts.« Lily Brett

Told with the bittersweet humour of a son
who stoically tries to become German.
Dmitrij Kapitelman can speak Sächsisch

»Only through this

more fluently than the official he has to deal

book is it possible to

He has made this decision after 25 years of

with when applying for a German passport.
living in Germany, which is most of his life.

understand migration,

But no formality is too small when it comes to

feeling a lack of belon-

an apostille from Kiev. So Dmitrij has to travel

ging and living

except for his childhood memories. And these

immigrants. The bureaucratic clerk demands
to his hometown, to which nothing ties him
memories are beautiful because they feature

between cultures.«

his loving, infallible parents. But they also
weigh heavy because the family is currently

Olga Grajsnowa

divided – until fate reunites them in Kiev.

Sales
Das Lächeln meines unsichtbaren Vaters:
Ukraine (V. Books)

176 pages
January 2021

• A tragi-comic trip into the past and
the heart of our political present

Foto ©: Christian Werner

Dmitrij Kapitelman
was born in Kiev in 1986 and came to Germany
with his family as a »quota refugee« at the age
of eight. He studied in Leipzig and graduated
from the German School of Journalism in Munich.
Today he works as a freelance journalist. In 2016
he published his first successful book The Smile
of My Invisible Father, for which he won the Klaus
Michael Kühne Prize.

Dmitrij Kapitelman
Eine Formalie in Kiew
A Formality in Kiev
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E S S AY

JAN WAGNER

Jan Wagner is not only gifted but also an
enthusiastic poet even in his prose. His
passionate portraits of fellow poets such as
Dylan Thomas and Inger Christensen are so
compelling that they make you want to buy
and read their complete works on the spot.
Whatever Wagner writes about – whether it is
the relationship between poetry and photography, motor scooters or “ghost money” in
Vietnam, passports and borders or something
as simple as the hoopoe bird – his open, marvelling view of the world turns these casually

»Jan Wagner, a gifted poet, proves
his talent as a prose writer.«

elegant essays into wonderful lucky draws.
In each one, masterfully crafted stories and
ever-surprising insights can be found.

Bruno Steiger, NZZ am Sonntag

Foto ©: Nadine Kunath

Jan Wagner
born in 1971 in Hamburg, lives in Berlin. In
2001 he published his first collection of poems
Probebohrung im Himmel. This was followed by
Guerickes Sperling (2004), Achtzehn Pasteten
(2007), Australien (2010), Die Eulenhasser in den
Hallenhäusern (2012) and the anthology Selbstporträt mit Bienenschwarm (2016). Most recently,
his volume of essays Der verschlossene Raum
(2017) was published. In 2015 he won the Leipzig
Book Fair Prize for his poetry collection Regentonnenvariationen (2014), and in 2017 he was
awarded the Georg Büchner Prize.

27

• New essays by one of the most
important German-language poets

Sales
Selected backlist:
Selbstporträt mit Bienenschwarm:
China (Jiangsu), English World (Milkweed),
Italy (Giunti), Serbia (Agora)
Regentonnenvariationen:
Brazil (Jabuticaba), France (Actes Sud),
Italy (Einaudi), Netherlands (Podium)
Ausgewählte Gedichte: Sweden (Rámus),
Norway (Solum), Ukraine (V. Books)

Jan Wagner
Der glückliche
Augenblick
The Happy Moment
Incidental Prose
272 pages
March 2021
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POETRY

ANJA KAMPMANN

»Her highly
focused,
scorching
and very
sensitive
tone is
captivating.«
Ülrich Rüdenauer, SWR2

youths with their naive dreams and blue
eyeliner – ultimately everyone who drifts
or sways through life – all wonder about
the bigger picture.
Anja Kampmann shot to fame with two books:
her first novel Wie hoch die Wasser stiegen
(High as the Waters Rise), and her poetry
collection, Proben von Stein und Licht.
»Rarely do poets’ first collections come
across as finished and laconic as this one,
with a sure feeling that beauty often gets in
the way of truth«, wrote Paul Jandl in
the magazine Literarische Welt.
Anja Kampmann’s new poems are more
conscious of form than her previous ones yet
also more playful and open and they conjure
up marshland, make figures appear and their
recurring motifs link the collection together
to form a panorama of our times.

Sales
Selected backlist:
Wie hoch die Wasser steigen: English World
(Catapult), France (Gallimard), Italy (Keller),
Netherlands (Prometheus), Turkey (Can Sanat)

• Anja Kampmann’s new poems confirm

Anja Kampmann
der hund ist
immer hungrig
the dog is
always hungry
120 pages
March 2021

her reputation as an independent,
unusual voice of her generation

Foto ©: Juliane Heinrich

Anja Kampmann
was born in 1983 in Hamburg. In 2015 she
received the Wolfgang Weyrauch Sponsorship
Prize at the Literarischer März poetry competition
in Darmstadt. Her poetry collection Proben von
Stein und Licht was published by Hanser in 2016.
Her debut novel, Wie hoch die Wasser steigen,
was awarded the Lessing Sponsorship Prize and
Mara Cassens Prize.

Newspaper boys, a girl on a playground,
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BACKLIST HIGHLIGHTS

»Every sentence has an indescribable beauty.«

»A wonderful novel!«

Die Bagage 		 			

»It is already clear that this will be one of this
year’s most important books because of the
precision and brilliance of its language.« Aus der Zuckerfabrik

»A debut writer of which we
can expect a great deal.«
»Exciting, poignant and full of humour.«

Die Sommer

Frausein

»Literature at its best.«

Ich an meiner Seite

31

FICTION

MONIKA HELFER

Nominated
for the Austrian
Book Prize 2020

English sample
translation
available

Josef and Maria Moosbrugger live with their
children on the outer edges of a mountain
village, far away from the other inhabitants.
They are outsiders, marginalised, povertystricken – the riff-raff. It is the time of the First
World War, when Josef is drafted into the army.
It is the time when Maria and her children
are left behind and become dependent on
the protection of the mayor. It is the time
when Georg from Hanover comes to the area,
a man who is not only beautiful and speaks
High German, but who one day also knocks

»There are many family sagas, but this one is something
very special – a book to be remembered! In just 160 pages
the author develops an impressive, rich story about the
make-up of families and relationships. A wonderful
novel that inspires readers to think about their own
family constellations.« Denis Scheck

Foto ©: Isolde Ohlbaum

Monika Helfer
born in 1947 in Au/Bregenzerwald, lives as
a writer with her family in Vorarlberg. She has
written numerous novels, stories and children’s
books. Her last novel Schau mich an, wenn
ich mit dir rede (2017) was nominated for the
German Book Prize.

• A powerful and poignant portrait
of a woman and mother at the
beginning of the 20th century

on Maria’s door. And it is the time when
Maria gets pregnant with Grete, the baby
of the family, with whom Josef will never
speak a word: the mother of Monika Helfer.
She tells the story of her own origins,
of a family that is only ever referred
to by everyone as the “riff-raff”.

Sales
China (Yilin), Czech Republic (Prostor), Denmark
(Palomar), Finland (Huippu), France (Albin Michel),
Israel (Hakibbutz Hameuchad), Italy (Keller), Netherlands (Nieuw Amsterdam), Norway (Solum Forlag),
Sweden (Lindelöws), Spain (Edhasa Argentina),
Turkey (Ayrinti)

Monika Helfer
Die Bagage
The Riff-raff
160 pages
February 2020

On the SPIEGEL
bestseller list

MORE QUOTES AND PRAISE

»In this way, she has succeeded in condensing a long
family saga into a 160-page book in which everything is
said. She does this in a wonderfully literary and, in the

Denis Scheck, MDR Druckfrisch

best sense, simple way.« Irene Prugger, Wiener Zeitung

»Monika Helfer’s pared-down
style and simplicity are captivating.
A fantastic book!«
Katja Gasser, ORF2

»An impressive, cleverly written book
about the writers’ origins.«
Michael Opitz, DLF Kultur

»With breathtaking, casual urgency and a subtly laconic
style, Monika Helfer’s story almost invariably hits the
right touching tone.«

»This spring’s ultimate family saga.
Highly impressive.«

Tom Wohlfarth, taz

»With just a few sharply defined pen strokes, we see this
entire ‘riff-raff’ in a way that leaves a lasting impression.«
Tom Wohlfarth, taz

»Monika Helfer tells her story in a
wonderfully vivid, light, never selfpitying language. The characters
grow dear to you in their humanity
without being obtrusive.«

Peer Teuwsen, NZZ am Sonntag

»Monika Helfer’s story of an outsider’s fate told in wellarranged episodes with flashbacks and -forwards is

»In a wonderfully succinct way and enormous precision

masterful. Although Austrian literature from Thomas

in her observations, Helfer tells the story and early suffe-

Bernhard to Peter Handke is full of village dramas, this

ring of growing up in precarious family circumstances.«

book manages to find a unique tone.« Katharina Teutsch, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Denis Scheck, Tagesspiegel

»It’s good that she has never stopped
writing.«
Christina Pausackl, Zeit online

»For all those who can still sigh with pleasure. Monika
Helfer’s sentences resonate, opening up a soulful space
of longing.«

Götz Thieme, Stuttgarter Zeitung

FICTION
Nominated for
the Swiss Book
Prize 2020

DOROTHEE ELMIGER

Shortlisted for
the German
Book Prize 2020

Selected by
New books
in German

»It is already clear
that Out of the Sugar
Factory will be one

If the connections between world events
should suddenly be wiped out, we would be

of this year’s most

grateful to find Dorothee Elmiger’s book to
help us understand what happened in the

important books. This

past. Its subject: the cycles of capital, labour
and lust. Its form: a journal full of observa-

is because it delves

tions, surveys and investigations.
My skills never end is the slogan on the T-shirt

into pressing issues,

of a worker receiving his wages. Switzerland’s
first lottery millionaire stands on the beach

but deals with them

of a Caribbean island looking out to sea. At
night, goats crowd around the writer’s bed.

in a hallucinatory way.

Dorothee Elmiger tracks down money and
desire through the centuries and the world.

And because of the

She writes biographies of mystics, the insatiable, gamblers, orgiasts and colonialists,

precision and luminous

studies the routes of ships on the Atlantic,
records dreams and cases of ecstasy and

beauty of her language.«

madness. Out of the Sugar Factory documents this research in a text that opens our

Foto ©: Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Anne-Sophie Scholl, Die Zeit

Dorothee Elmiger
was born in 1985, and lives and works in Zurich.
Her debut novel Einladung an die Waghalsigen
was published in 2010, followed by the novel
Schlafgänger in 2014, both by DuMont. Her texts
have been translated into different languages
and adapted for the stage. Dorothee Elmiger has
been awarded numerous prizes, including the
Aspects Literature Prize for the best Germanlanguage prose debut, the Rauris Literature
Prize, a sabbatical from the city of Zurich, the
Erich Fried Prize and the Swiss Literature Prize.
dorotheeelmiger.com

eyes to the complexity of the world.

Sales
Denmark (Gladiator), English US (Two Lines Press),
France (Editions Zoë), Sweden (Nirstedt)

Dorothee Elmiger
Aus der Zuckerfabrik
Out of the Sugar Factory
272 pages
August 2020

• Dorothee Elmiger on the trail of capital,
labour and lust

MORE QUOTES AND PRAISE

»Out of the Sugar Factory
makes a psychological
inventory, the findings of
which are authenticated
by the author’s rigorous
literary method. To be
sobered up by Dorothee
Elmiger’s book is an
intoxicating experience.«
Paul Jandl, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

»Born in 1985, this Swiss
writer does not carelessly
tell a fully rounded story,
as stories like these can
only subject reality to
violence, subjecting it to
an order that neither
promotes knowledge nor
qualifies it for change. You
might call it a ‘school of
perception’, a challenge to
view the world with tender respect.« Michael Wolf, Der Freitag

»No matter where you

»Elmiger’s way of working

open the book, you are

does not create a novel in the

immediately drawn into

usual sense: it is not exciting

»Out of the Sugar Factory

the thicket of cross-

fiction, but a different kind

is liberated from the corset

references and an intoxi-

of narrative fabric that capti-

of the novel, a celebration

cating journey of greed,

vates you. Non-novels have

of storytelling, a daring

money, sugar, colonialism

a unique magic, their own

expedition into the economy

and female desire. An

narrative order.« Judith Kuckart, Berliner Zeitung

of power and desire and into

almost never-ending

the abysses of our collective

journey that continues

phantasms. Elmiger is a poet,

in your mind after you

historian, analyst, theorist

finish reading it.«

and gifted storyteller all

Linda Schildbach, MDR Kultur

»Out of the Sugar
Factory is, therefore, above all else
an exercise in
devotion: to the
enigmatic and
repeatedly miraculous entanglements of reading.«
Björn Hayer, Die Zeit

in one. Few books are as
beautiful, as intelligent, as
profound and playful, and
on top of that, as brilliantly
written as Out of the Sugar
Factory.« Martina Süess, WOZ

»You can open this book
at any point and be
immediately drawn in.
To follow Dorothee Elmiger on these paths is as
insightful as it is exciting
and as disturbing as it is
beautiful.« Fabian Thomas, The Daily Frown

FICTION

»The Summer is a stunning
debut novel, told concretely

RONYA OTHMANN

and vividly, with strong
characters and dialogues.
Ronya Othmann has a wide
range of expression. She
belongs to a generation that
switches easily between
theory, politics, poetry and
prose; she can be both
aggressive and adaptable.
There are many topics on
her agenda. A debut writer
of which we can expect a

The village is in northern Syria, near the border
to Turkey. Leyla spends every summer there.
She knows its smells and tastes. She knows
its stories. She knows where the villagers’ suitcases are hidden in case they have to escape
again. Urgently and poignantly, as
if her eyes were wide open, Ronya Othmann’s
debut novel tells the story of living in the
face of annihilation. Only to defy it.
Leyla’s parents are German and Yazidi. She
spends lesson time sitting in her secondary
school in Munich, and the summer holidays
sitting on the earthy floor of her grandparents’
house in a Yazidi village. Leyla is familiar with
the outline of Kurdistan, and the shape of the
female student she loves. She clicks through
pictures of war-torn Aleppo the assassination
of the Yazidi by ISIS, and alongside these,
carefree photos of her German friends’
everyday lives. Leyla will soon have
to make a decision.

Foto ©: Chihan Cakmak

great deal.« Meike Feßmann, Deutschlandfunk Kultur

Ronya Othmann
was born in 1993 in Munich and studied at the
German Institute for Literature in Leipzig. She
has received the MDR Literature Prize, the Caroline
Schlegel Sponsorship Award in the category of
essay, the Open Mike Poetry Prize, and the
audience prize of the Ingeborg Bachmann
Literature Award. In 2018, she was on the jury
of the International Film Festival in Duhok in the
autonomous region of Kurdistan, Iraq. Together
with Cemile Sahin, she writes the column OrientExpress for the taz which covers Middle-Eastern
politics.

Sales
All rights available

Ronya Othmann
Die Sommer
The Summer
288 pages
August 2020

• A novel filled with tenderness
and anger at a world torn in two

E S S AY

MELY KIYAK

»I am a woman.
I like being one.
That’s what I want
to talk about.«

Mely Kiyak talks about all the details that
make life meaningful. She reflects on conversations about wisdom and ignorance that she
and her father had after his shift at the factory
when she was a girl. About cousins who
talked about desire and found pictures to
explain to their innocent relative what lust
was. About growing up between countries
and classes, saddled with the baggage of
foreignness and curiosity about unknown
experiences. About being alone, finding
yourself and about family. What is femininity if
you overcome the view from the outside and
are left alone? Sincere, fun-loving, tender and
disarmingly clever, Mely Kiyak reminds us that
conditions teach us how to love and live.

Sales
Greece (under negotiation)
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Mely Kiyak
was born in 1976, lives in Berlin and has
published several books and essays, plays and
other texts. She writes a weekly political column
for Zeit Online called Kiyak’s Deutschstunde and
Kiyak’s Theater Column for the Gorki Theater
Berlin. In 2011 she was awarded the Theodor
Wolff Prize.

Mely Kiyak
Frausein
Womanhood
128 pages
August 2020

• What being a woman means is
illustrated by each individual life:
beauty, implicitness and questions

FICTION

BIRGIT BIRNBACHER

Longlisted for
the German
Book Prize 2020

»A microstudy of the
way we live now that
Arthur, 22, quiet and intelligent, spends

combines humour

26 months in prison. When he is finally
released, he realises he won’t simply be given

and empathy.«

another chance. Without the right papers and
references, he won’t be able to reintegrate

Jury Bachmann Prize

into the real world. Together with his unconventional therapist Börd and his glamorous
substitute mother Grazetta, he comes

»Birgit Birnbacher writes

up with a clever plan. A small lie that
could lead to absolute freedom …

with precision and

With humour and empathy, Birgit Birnbacher,
winner of the Bachmann Prize, tells the story

without false pathos.«

of how somebody like Arthur could end up in
prison at all, and explores the big question

Wiebke Porombka, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

of what constitutes a »useful« life.

Foto ©: Bogenberger Autorenfotos

Sales
Bulgaria (Black Flamingo), Croatia (Hena Com)

Birgit Birnbacher
born in 1985, lives as a sociologist and author
in Salzburg. Her debut novel Wir ohne Wal
was published in 2016 and was awarded the
literature prize of the Jürgen Ponto Foundation, the
Rauriser Förderungspreis and the Theodor Körner
Förderpreis. In 2019 she was awarded the Ingeborg
Bachmann Prize.

Birgit Birnbacher
Ich an meiner Seite
Me by My Side
304 pages
March 2020

• New novel by the winner of the
Ingeborg Bachmann Prize 2019

MORE QUOTES AND PRAISE

»The book has a quiet
vibrancy, thanks to

»Her milieu study is an

Birnbacher’s unsenti-

impressive piece of litera-

mental empathy. And it

ture. Prison parole in literary

is wise, too, thanks to
her gentle, philanthropic
touch.« Judith von Sternburg,
Frankfurter Rundschau

form! The author writes
cleverly and knowledgeably
about the probation system
as well as transferring thera-

»A successful social

peutic theory into literature

realist novel, with simple,

in an impressively artistic

clear language and a

way.« Carsten Otte, SWR2 Literatur

skilful structure, resulting in a convincing
portrait of a milieu.«
Christian Schacherreiter, Oberösterreichische Nachrichten

»This is literature
at its best.«
Sächsische Zeitung

»Birgit Birnbacher
has a fine sense
for the marginalised and socially
underprivileged,
and for people
who have been
thrown off track ...
A novel as humane
as it is literary.«
Christoph Schröder, Süddeutsche Zeitung Online

»With dry humour and

cher succeeds in exposing the

not one superfluous word,

subtle as it is humorous.

limitations and distortions in

this young Austrian writer

… She handles language

the midst of our times, which

paints a picture of a deeply

and dialogues with vituo-

cannot be grasped by acade-

defenceless young man.«

sity.« Senta Wagner, Der Standard

mic theses alone. « Florian Baranyi, orf.at

Brigitte Schmitz-Kunkel, Kölnische Rundschau

off her wit, which is as

characters with clearsightedly, with no illusions and a deep empathy.
Here’s a social realist
novel that neither glorifies
nor exaggerates hardship.
Instead Birnbacher interweaves tragic, comical
and bizarre moments.
What’s more, there are
laconic and often humorous observations and
strong-willed characters.«
Sonja Hartl, Deutschlandfunk Kultur

»In Me By My Side, Birnba-

»Birgit Birnbacher shows

»Birnbacher views her

»With this novel, Birgit
Birnbacher proves that
she was rightly awarded
the Bachmann Prize.«
Dominika Meindl, Falter
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